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Let F be a field and V s F n an n-dimensional vector space over F.
w x w xDenote by F V the algebra of polynomial functions on V. We regard F V
as a graded algebra over F with homogeneous component of degree d,
w xF V , the homogeneous polynomials of degree d. If G is a finite groupd
 . w xGand D : G ¨ GL n, F is a faithful representation we denote by F V the
ring of invariants of G. As a general reference for invariant theory and
w x .many of the notations we use we refer to 11 .
A linear automorphism s: V ª V is called a pseudoreflection if
 .i s / 1,
 .ii s has finite order,
 .iii s leaves a codimension one subspace, called the hyperplane of s,
fixed.
 .  .  .If D : G ¨ GL n, F is a faithful representation and D G : GL n, F is
generated by pseudoreflections then we refer1 to G as a pseudoreflection
 . < <group. If D : G ¨ GL n, F is a finite pseudoreflection group and G is
w x w xGrelatively prime to the characteristic of F, then by 10, 3, 12 , F V s
w x w xF f , . . . , f is a polynomial algebra. The polynomials f , . . . , f g F V1 n 1 n
< < form a regular sequence. If the characteristic of F divides G the order of
.  .G this may no longer be true. For example, the Weyl group W F of the4
root system of type F has a faithful representation over the Galois field of4
p elements as a pseudoreflection group. For p s 3 the ring of invariants is
 w x.not a polynomial algebra see, e.g., 11, Sects. 7.4 and 10.3, Example 1; 17 .
The purpose of this note is to examine finite pseudoreflection groups in
a modular setting, i.e., where the order of the group is divisible by the
characteristic of the field. We introduce the ring of generalized in¨ariants
 .associated to a set of pseudoreflections S ; GL n, F and the ring of stable
in¨ariants associated to a pseudoreflection group and develop their proper-
ties. In further notes we compute these rings for Coxeter and Shephard
groups.
We next review our results.
w xIf s is a pseudoreflection and l g F V a linear form withs
ker l s V s s ¨ g V ¬ s ¨ s ¨ , 4 . .s
w xthen for each f g F V
sf y f s D f l .s s
1 This is an abuse of terminology. Actually it is D that is a pseudoreflection representation.
w xSee 11, Sect. 5.6, Example 1 for a group with two quite different pseudoreflection represen-
tations.
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w x  . w x  w x w x.in F V for a unique D f g F V see, e.g., 3, 4 or 11, Sect. 7.1 . Notes
that
D f s 0 m sf s f . .s
 .If S ; GL V is a collection of pseudoreflections then the ideal of
 . w xgeneralized in¨ariants I S is defined by 4, 6
w xI S s f g F V deg f ) 0 and D ??? D f s 0 .  .  . s s1 deg  f .
;s , . . . , s g S ,41 deg f .
where D ??? D denotes the composition of the operators D ,s .s sdeg  f1 1
  .. . . ,D . N.b. If s g GL V is a pseudoreflection then l , and hences . sdeg  f
 .also D are well defined up to a nonzero scalar. Hence I S depends onlys
. w xon S and not the choice of l for s g S . Following Kac and Peterson 6s
 . w xwe show that I S is generated by a regular sequence h , . . . , h g F V .1 n
If A is a graded connected commutative algebra over a field F and
I ; A a proper ideal, then we may associate to the filtration of A
A > I = I 2 = ??? = I m = ???
 0 .by the powers of the ideal I we use the convention that I s A the
associated graded algebra, which is a bigraded algebra defined by
gr A s I mrI mq 1 .  .m , nymI n
for n, m g N. By totalizing we obtain a positively graded commutative
 .algebra over F containing ArI as a subalgebra, and gr A s F mA r II
 .gr A is a graded connected commutative algebra over F.I
 .  .Starting with the ideal of stable invariants I S of S ; GL n, F we
 w x.obtain the ring of generalized in¨ariants gr F V . The ring of general-I S .
ized invariants is shown to be a polynomial algebra.
 .If S ; GL n, F is a collection of pseudoreflections the subgroup of
 .  .  .GL n, F generated by S is denoted by G S . The ideal I S of general-
 .ized invariants of S contains the G S -invariant polynomials of positive
G .  .w xdegree, and hence the ideal F V that they generate. If G S is a finite
w xG S .group of order prime to the characteristic of the field F, then F V s
w x  .  .F f , . . . , f and I S s f , . . . , f . Thus our results may be seen as1 n 1 n
wgeneralizations of the theorem of Shephard and Todd 10, Theorem 5.1;
x11, Theorem 7.4.1 to a modular setting.
Actually one would like to associate a ring of generalized invariants to
an arbitrary pseudoreflection group rather than to a collection of pseu-
 .doreflections. We show by examples that the ideal I S does not fulfill
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this goal. If however the pseudoreflection group G is generated by pseu-
doreflections of order relatively prime to the characteristic of F this may
be achieved in the following way.
Let A be a graded connected algebra over a field F. Denote by A ; A
the augmentation ideal of A, i.e., the ideal of A generated by the
 .elements of positive degree. If G is a group and a : G ¨ Aut A a faithful
representation of G as a group of algebra automorphisms of A, we denote
G  4by A s a g A ¬ ga s a ;g g G the subalgebra of A left invariant by G.
The algebra AG is also graded and connected. We define the algebra of
coin¨ariants of G by A [ F m G A, where A is regarded as an AGG A
module via the inclusion and F via the augmentation. The algebra of
coinvariants may also be viewed as ArI where I is the ideal generated by
 G  . 4a g A ¬ deg a ) 0 . The ideal I is stable under the action of G on A so
there is induced an action of G on A . It is therefore possible to repeatG
 .G  .the above constructions forming A , A [ A , etc. By iterationG GG G G
we obtain a sequence of algebra epimorphisms
A ª A ª A ª ??? ª A ª ??? .G GG G? ? ?G
Denote by J the kernel of the map A ª A . . . . These ideals formm G G¤mª
an ascending chain
0 s J : J : J : ??? : J : ??? : A . 0 1 2 m
in A. The ideal J [ D J ; A is called the ideal of stable in¨ariants. It is` m
characterized by the following conditions:
 .i J ; A is stable under the G-action,`
G .  .   .ii ArJ ( F i.e., G acts fixed point freely on ArJ ,` `
 .  .Giii if I ; A is an ideal such that ArI ( F then J : I. The ring`
gr is the ring of stable in¨ariants of G.J G.`
 .If D : G ¨ GL n, F is a representation of a finite group then G acts on
w x  . w xF V and there is the ideal of stable invariants J G ; F V . If G is a`
< <pseudoreflection group and G is relatively prime to the characteristic of F
w x w xthen Chevalley 3 has shown that F V is the regular representation ofG
GG w x .  .  .  .w xG. In particular F V ( F and hence J G s J G s F V is theG ` 1
w xideal of F V generated by the G-invariants of positive degree. If however
< <  .  .  .G s 0 g F then J G can be distinctly larger than J G . If S ; GL n, F` 1
 .is a set of pseudoreflections we examine the relationship between I S ,
  .. w xG S .J G S , and F V and clarify some remarks of Kac and Peterson in`
w x6, Sect. 3 .
We have included a rather large number of examples to illustrate the
theory and to prevent false interpretations, and as such, they are an
integral part of our work.
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w xThe results of this note have applications to p-compact groups 5 , which
are a homotopical generalization of compact Lie groups. These investiga-
tions grew out of a study of torsion phenomena in the cohomology of
compact Lie groups and their classifying spaces, with an eye towards their
generalization to p-compact groups, in the Topologie-Oberseminar in
Gottingen in the winter semester of 1993]1994. We thank the otherÈ
members of the seminar for their active participation. One of us, M.D.N.
thanks the Schweizer National Fund for financial support during the
preparation of this manuscript.
1. THE IDEAL OF STABLE INVARIANTS
Let A be a positively graded connected algebra over a field F and G a
group of algebra automorphisms of A. Denote by AG : A the subalgebra
of G-invariant elements and set A [ F m G A, where A is regarded asG A
an AG-module via the inclusion and F via the augmentation. A is calledG
the algebra of coin¨ariants. The kernel of the quotient map A ª A isG
stable under the action of the group G on A and hence A inherits aG
G-action from A. We may therefore iterate the construction of the
 .m m my1coinvariants and inductively define A for m g N by A s A .G G G G
 .0 1Of course A is just A and A is A . Denote by J ; A the kernel ofG G G m
the natural map A ª A m. The ideals J , m g N form an ascendingG m
chain
0 s J : J : J : ??? : J : ??? ; A . 0 1 2 m
and we set J s D J , which is called the ideal of stable in¨ariants.` mg N m
Alternatively, the ideals J , m g N may be defined inductively 2 bym
0 for m s 0 .
J sm   4a g A ¬ ga y a g J for m ) 0. .my 1
If B is a graded connected algebra over F on which G acts, we say that G
acts fixed point freely on B if BG s F, in other words, if the action of G on
the homogeneous component B of B of degree m has only 0 g B as am m
fixed point for all m ) 0. The action of G on ArJ \ A ` is fixed point` G
free. The following lemma shows how this property characterizes J .`
LEMMA 1.1. Let A and B be positi¨ ely graded commutati¨ e connected
algebras o¨er a field F on which the group G acts by algebra automorphisms.
Assume the action of G on B is fixed point free. The quotient map
2  .If X ; A then X denotes the ideal of A generated by X.
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q: A ª A ` has the following uni¨ ersal property: for any algebra homomor-G
phism w : A ª B commuting with the G-action, there exists a unique algebra










 .Let D : G ¨ GL n, F be a representation of a finite group. The totaliza-
 w x. w xtion see 11, Chap. 4 of the algebra of coinvariants F V is finiteG
 w x .dimensional and generated by the homogeneous component F V ofG 1
w x w xdegree 1, which is the image of V * under the quotient map F V ª F V .G
 w x .iSince the dimensions of the homogeneous components F V decreaseG 1
w x iwith i the algebras F V become isomorphic for i G n and the chain ofG
ideals
w x w x w x w x0 s J : J F V : J F V : ??? : J F V : ??? : F V .  .  .  .0 1 2 m
stabilizes after at most n steps.
w x  .The totalization of any of the quotient algebras F V rJ G is finitei
 . w xdimensional, so the radical of the ideal J G is the maximal ideal of F V .i
 . w xHence each of the ideals J G ; F V , i g N, is primary.i
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let p be an odd prime and F a field of characteristic p.
The matrices
1 1 y1 0S s , T s g GL 2, F .0 1 0 1
w xgenerate a dihedral group of order 2 p. We recall 11, Sect. 5.6, Example 1
that
2D py1 p2 pw xF x , y ( F y , xy y x , .p
 . 2where x, y g V * s Hom V, F is the dual of the canonical basis for F .
Therefore
w x w xF x , y F x
w xF x , y ( ( ,D 2 p 2 2 ppy1 p x .y , xy y x . /
w xwhere x g F x, y is the residue class of x. The action of D on x, y isD 2 p2 p
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given by the transposed matrices so
S x s x q y T x s y x .  .
S y s y T y s y. .  .
From these formulae it follows that
2w xF xD 2 pw xF x , y (D .2 p 2 px .
and hence
w xF x
w xF x , y ( .D D2 p 2 p 2x .
w xThe action of D on F x, y is fixed point free, so J s ??? s J sD D2 p 2 `2 p 2 p
 2 . w xx , y ; F x, y is the ideal of stable invariants.
The ideal of stable invariants is an aspect of the modular case as the
following result shows.
 .PROPOSITION 1.3. Let D : G ¨ GL n, F be a representation of a finite
< < =  .group. Let H - G be a subgroup with H g F . Then J G , for n sn
H =< <w x1, 2, . . . , `, is generated by elements from F V . In particular, if G g F
 .  .  .then J G s J G s ??? s J G .1 2 `
G G H . w x w xw xProof. By definition J G is generated by F V and F V : F V1
so the result is established for n s 1. Proceeding inductively we suppose
 . w xHthat J G is generated by elements of F V of positive degree. Letn
 .  .f g J G . Then gf y f g J G for all g g G, saynq1 n
g f y f s F , F g J G . .g g n
 w xSumming these equations see 11, Sect. 2.4 for the definition of the
H H .transfer Tr and the projection operator p over all g g H gives
H < <Tr f y H ? f s F , .  h
hgH
so solving for f we find
f s p H f q F , ) .  .
HH H . w x  . w xwhere p f g F V and F g J G . If h , . . . , h g F V generaten 1 m
 .  .J G , then we may find f , . . . , f g J G such that h , . . . , h , f , . . . , fn 1 k nq1 1 m 1 k
 .  .generate J G . Equation ) then shows that h , . . . , h ,nq 1 1 m
H H  .p f , . . . , p f also generate J G , completing the induction step and1 k nq1
the proof.
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 .COROLLARY 1.4. Let D : G ¨ GL n, F be a representation of a finite
group o¨er the field F. Then
J G : J H . .  .Fn
=< <HFG , H gF
For example, if G is a group of order paq b and F is a field of
 .  .characteristic p, then J G is contained in the intersection of J H wheren
H ranges over all the q-Sylow subgroups of G.
 .COROLLARY 1.5. Let D : G ¨ GL n, F be a representation of a finite
< < =  .group. Suppose G g F . Then J G is generated by a regular sequence if`
 .and only if D G is generated by pseudoreflections.
G .  .w xProof. By Proposition 1.3, J G s F V , so there is a regular`
GGw x  .w xsequence f , . . . , f g F V generating F V . We claim that f , . . . , f1 n 1 n
w xG w xGgenerate F V as an algebra. To prove this let F g F V have positive
w xGdegree. We may proceed inductively and suppose that for all H g F V
 .  .with deg H - deg F that H belongs to the subalgebra generated by
G . w xw xf , . . . , f . Since F g F V there are H , . . . , H g F V such that1 n 1 n
n
F s H f . i i
is1
Apply p G to this equation to obtain
n
G GF s p F s p H f . .  . i i
is1
G . w xGThe classes p H for i s 1, . . . , n belong to F V and have strictlyi
smaller degree than F. Therefore the right-hand side of the preceding
equation belongs to the subalgebra generated by f , . . . , f completing the1 n
inductive step.
Since a regular sequence is algebraically independent the result follows
w xfrom the theorem of Shephard and Todd 10, 3, 12 .
w xThe following result is useful when discussing Coxeter groups 7 .
 .COROLLARY 1.6. Let D : G ¨ GL n, F be a representation of a finite
 .  . w xgroup. Assume that J G s f , . . . , f , where f , . . . , f g F V is a regular` 1 n 1 n
< < = < <sequence. If H - G is a subgroup with H g F then H di¨ ides
n  . deg f .is1 i
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Hw xProof. By Proposition 1.3 we may find elements h , . . . , h g F V1 n
 .which are a minimal generating set for J G . Then`
w xF V
w xTot s Tot F V rJ G . .` /h , . . . , h .1 n
wis finite dimensional, so by the Noether Normalization Theorem 11,
x w xHTheorem 5.3.3 , h , . . . , h g F V is a system of parameters. Hence by1 n
w xMacaulay's theorem 11, Theorem 6.7.7 , h , . . . , h is a regular sequence1 n
w x w xin F V , and by Solomon's theorem 11, Theorem 6.8.1 the result follows.
 .COROLLARY 1.7. Let D : G ¨ GL n, F be a representation of a finite
 .  . w xgroup G. Assume J G s f , . . . , f , where f , . . . , f g F V is a regular` 1 n 1 n
 . n pk .sequence. Let n k denote the power of p in the integer k, i.e., k s p lp
 . < < n p <G <.with p, l s 1. If F has characteristic p then G rp di¨ ides
n  . deg f .is1 i
Proof. Apply Corollary 1.6 to all p9-Sylow subgroups of G, with p9 / p,
n  <G <.p <  . <4 < <and use that l.c.m. Syl G s G rp .p9
For p-groups the stable invariants are also uninteresting as the following
result shows.
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let A be a positi¨ ely graded, connected, commutati¨ e
algebra of finite type o¨er a field of characteristic p / 0. If P is a finite p-group
 .  .  .`of automorphisms of A then J P s A ; A. Or put another way, A s F.` P
Proof. If M is a nontrivial finite dimensional P-module then the class
 w x.equation see, e.g., 11, p. 85 shows
< < < P < < <M s M q P : P , i
i
where the sum ranges over the nontrivial isotropy subgroups of P on M.
< P < P  4Hence M ' 0 mod p so M / 0 .
w xm mTherefore if the homogeneous component A of degree k of A isP k P
w x . w x .  .m mq1not zero, then dim A ) dim A . Since dim A is finite itP k P k k
w xmfollows that for large enough m and any k g N that A s 0 and theP k
result follows.
 .If D : P ¨ GL n, F is a representation of a finite p-group over a field of
 .  .characteristic p then the smallest integer k for which J P s V * is thek
 . socle length of V * regarded as a module over the group ring F P see,
w x.e.g., 2, Chap. 1 .
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 .PROPOSITION 1.9. Let D : G ¨ GL n, F be a representation of a finite
 .  . w xgroup. Assume that J G s f , . . . , f ; F V is generated by n elements.` 1 n
Then f , . . . , f is a regular sequence.1 n
w x  . w xProof. Since F V rJ G is a quotient of F V it follows that` G
 w x  .. w xTot F V rJ G is finite dimensional. Hence f , . . . , f g F V is a system` 1 n
w xof parameters by the Noether Normalization Theorem 11, Theorem 5.3.3 .
w xHence by Macaulay's theorem 11, Theorem 6.7.7 it follows that f , . . . ,1
w xf g F V is a regular sequence.n
As with the case of rings of invariants, the stable invariants of the full
 .general linear group GL n, F over a finite field F are universal. Here is a
computation of these universal stable invariants in a special case.
 .  .EXAMPLE 1.10. Consider the group GL 2, F . The group GL 2, F has2 2
 .order 6 abstractly it is isomorphic to S , the symmetric group on 3 letters3
and the elements are
0 1 1 1 1 0T s A s B s
1 0 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 1 1 1I s TA s AT s ,
0 1 1 1 1 0
 .  .so T , A, B generate GL 2, F . The action of GL 2, F is therefore2 2
determined by the three involutive pseudoreflections in this case transvec-
.tions T , A, B, and is given by the schema:
T A B
x ¬ y x ¬ x q y x ¬ x
y ¬ x y ¬ y y ¬ x q y.
w xThe invariants of this group are 11, Sect. 8.1
 .GL 2, F 2w x w xF x , y s F d , d ,2 2 0 1
where d , d are the Dickson polynomials0 1
d s x 2 y q xy2 , deg d s 3 .0 0
d s x 2 q xy q y2 , deg d s 2. .1 1
w x The coinvariants F x, y are a Poincare duality algebra see, e.g.,Â2 GL2, F .2w x.11, Sect. 6.5 of dimension 3. One way to visualize this algebra is with the
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w x  w x.aid of the diagram of F x, y see 11, Sect. 1.2GL 2, F .2







where the nodes on a horizontal level indicate basis elements of degree
equal to the height of the node above the node labeled 1, which has degree
3 2 3 w x0. The polynomial h s x q x y q y g F x, y must be invariant2 GL2, F .2
 . w xunder the action of GL 2, F on F x, y because the group2 2 GL2, F .2
 .GL 2, F has no nontrivial 1-dimensional representations over F . The2 2
 .following formulas details left to the reader
h y Th s d g J0 1
h y Ah s d g J0 1
h y Bh s d g J0 1
indeed verify that h g J .2
 .In fact d , d , h s J s J s ??? s J . To see this note that the quo-0 1 2 3 `
tient map
w x w xF x , y ª F x , y  .GL 2, F2 2 2
is an isomorphism in degree 1. Hence there are no fixed points in
w x w xF x, y of degree 1, since there are none in F x, y of degree 1.2 GL2, F . 22 2  .The Frobenius map z : l ¬ l is a GL 2, F -equivariant isomorphism2
z
w x w xF x , y ª F x , y .  . .  .GL 2, F GL 2, F2 22 21 2
 w x .and therefore F x, y contains no fixed points. This shows that2 GL2, F . 22
J s J s ??? s J .2 3 `
w xThe polynomial h g F x, y is left invariant by the matrix C s TA, and2
w xthe subalgebra of F x, y generated by h, d , d is the ring of invariants2 0 1
 .of the cyclic subgroup Zr3 ; GL 2, F generated by the matrix2
0 1C s g GL 2, F . .21 1
This may be verified by using Molien's theorem to compute the PoincareÂ
w xZ r3 w xseries of F x, y 11, Sect. 4.3 and the theorem of Hochster and Eagon2
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w x 311, Sect. 6.7 . The first step is to choose a characteristic zero lift of the
 .representation D : Zr3 ¨ GL 2, F . This is accomplished by the represen-2
 .tation D : Zr3 ¨ GL 2, Z generated by the matrixÄ
0 y1ÄC s g GL 2, Z . .1 y1
w xMolien's theorem 11, Theorem 4.2 yields the following formula for the
w xZ r3Poincare series of F x, y :Â 2
1 1 1
Zr3w xP F x , y , t s q .2 1 y t 0 1 t3 det det
0 1 y t yt 1 q t
1
q
1 q t ytdet
t 1
1 1 1 1
s q q2 2 23 1 q t q t 1 q t q t1 y t .
...
1 q t 3
s .2 31 y t 1 y t .  .
w xZ r3 w xThe ring F x, y is Cohen]Macaulay and d , d g F x, y are a2 0 1 2
w xZ r2system of parameters. Hence F x, y is a free finitely generated2
w x w x w xmodule over F d , d . The Poincare series of F d , d [ F d , d ? h isÂ2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1
 3.  2 . 3.also 1 q t r 1 y t 1 y t , so the map
Zr3w x w x w xF d , d [ F d , d ? h ª F x , y2 0 1 2 0 1 2
w xZ r3is a surjection, and hence an isomorphism. Therefore F x, y is the2
w xsubalgebra of F x, y generated by the stable invariants d , d , h of2 0 1
 .GL 2, F .2
The stable invariants of the finite general linear groups are the subject
of an ulterior investigation.
3  . 2 2The operation of GL 2, F on F permutes the nonzero elements of F cyclically. This2 2 2
suggests the characteristic zero lift in the cyclic permutation of the third complex roots of
unity in the hexagonal lattice in C. For another example of this sort see the discussion of the
w xmod 3 representation of the quaternion group in 11, Sect. 4.3, Example 1 .
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Another important new feature of invariant theory over Galois fields is
 w x.the Steenrod algebra see, e.g., 14, 11, Chaps. 10 and 11 , which operates
on the ring of invariants. The existence of these operations impose
w xsignificant restrictions on the subalgebras of F V which can be rings ofq
w xinvariants. See, e.g., 1, 11, Chap. 10; 16; 19 .
 .PROPOSITION 1.11. Let D : G ª GL n, F be a representation of a finiteq
 . w xgroup G. Then the ideals J G ; F V are closed under the action of thei q
w x  .Steenrod algebra for i s 1, 2, . . . , `. Hence F V rJ G is an unstable algebrai
o¨er the Steenrod algebra for i g N.
Proof. This is immediate from the Cartan formula.
2. THE IDEAL OF GENERALIZED INVARIANTS
 . w xLet s g GL n, F be a pseudoreflection and l g F V a linear forms
 .  4with ker l s H s ¨ g V ¬ s¨ s ¨ . The linear form l depends on sss s
w xonly up to a nonzero scalar. If f g F V has positive degree then
s y 1 f s l ? D f .  .  .ss
 . w x  w xfor a unique D f g F V see, e.g., 11, Sect. 7.1 and the referencess
.  .  .there . If f has degree k then D f has degree k y 1, and D f s 0 ifs s
w x  .and only if sf s f. For a g F V of degree 0 set D a s 0.s
w x w xThe operator D : F V ª F V is linear and satisfies the followings
twisted derivation formula:
D fh s D f ? h q s f ? D h .  .  .  .s s s
 w x.see, e.g., 4 . Hence inductively one obtains
ky1k ky1 ky2D f s D f f q f ? s f q ??? qs f .  .  . .  .s s
for any k g N.
 .The polynomial D f depends on the choice of l . However, l is wells s s
 .defined up to a nonzero scalar, so D f depends on s only up to as
 .nonzero scalar also. If s , . . . , s g GL n, F are pseudoreflections, and1 m
w x  .  .f g F V with deg f - m, then D ??? D f s 0 for degree reasons.s s1 m
Therefore the longest composition D ??? D that can evaluate nontriv-s s1 m
 .  .ially on f occurs when m s deg f . In this case D ??? D f has degrees s1 m
zero so may be identified with a field element.
 . w xIf S ; GL n, F is a set of pseudoreflections a polynomial f g F V of
positive degree is called an S-generalized in¨ariant if
D ??? D f s 0 .s s1 deg  f .
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 .for all deg f -tuples s , . . . , s g S . The set of all generalized invari-deg f .1
 .  .ants of S is denoted by I S . Note that I S is independent of the
 .choices l , s g S , and hence depends only on S ; GL n, F .s
We begin by reviewing some results of Kac and Peterson. Since their
work uses other terminology and notations, and has appeared only in
w xabridged form 6 we include proofs of our own in the hopes of improving
the readability of this note.
 .  .LEMMA 2.1 Demazure, Kac and Peterson . Let S ; GL n, F be a set
 . w xof pseudoreflections. Then I S ; F V is an ideal.
 . w xProof. Let h g I S have degree k and f g F V have degree l. We
 .show by double induction on k and l that f ? h g I S .
For l s 0 there is nothing to prove. For k s 1 and l arbitrary we have
D ??? D f ? h s D ??? D D f ? h q s f ? D h .  .  .  .s s s s s lq1 s1 lq1 1 l lq1 lq1
s D ??? D D f ? h . .s s s1 l lq1
 .  .  .  .since D h s 0 ;s g S as h g I S and deg h s 1. But D f hass slq 1
 .degree l y 1 and h g I S , so by induction on l it follows that
 .  .  .D f ? h g I S . Since D f ? h has degree l it follows that D ???s s slq 1 lq1 1
  . .D D f ? h s 0 as required.s sl lq1
Proceeding inductively over k we have
D ??? D f ? h s D ??? D D f ? h q s f ? D h . .  .  .  .s s s s s kql s1 kq l 1 kq ly1 kq l kq l
 .  .   ..Note that D h g I S . Since deg D h s k y 1 it follows from thes skq l kq l
 .  .  .induction hypothesis that s f ? D h g I S . The polynomialkq l skq l
 .  .D f has degree l y 1 so by induction on l it follows that D f ? h gs skq l kq l
 .  .  .  .  .I S . Hence D f ? h q s f ? D h belongs to I S and hass kql skq l kq l
degree k q l y 1. Hence
D ??? D D f ? h q s f ? D h s 0 .  .  .s s s kql s1 kq ly1 kq l kq l
completing the double induction.
 .LEMMA 2.2. Let S ; GL n, F be a set of pseudoreflections. Then f g
 .  .  .I S if and only if D f g I S for all s g S .s
 .  .  .Proof. Suppose D f g I S for all s g S . Let d s deg f ands
s , . . . , s g S . Then1 d
D ??? D f s D ??? D D f s 0 .  . .s s s s s1 d 1 dy1 d
 .  .   ..as D f g I S and deg D f s d y 1. The converse is equallys sd d
straightforward.
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 .For a set of pseudoreflections S ; GL n, F the group generated by S
 .  .is denoted by G S . It is of course a subgroup of GL n, F generated by
w xG S .  .pseudoreflections. If f g F V has positive degree, then D f s 0 fors
 .  .all s g S and hence f g I S . Therefore by Lemma 2.1, I S contains
 .G S G S . . w x w xw xthe ideal F V of F V generated by the elements of F V of
positive degree.
 .LEMMA 2.3. Let S ; GL n, F be a collection of pseudoreflections, then
 .  . w x  .I S is stable under the action of G S on F V . Hence G S operates on
w x  .F V rI S .
 .  .Proof. Let f g I S . Since S generates G S it suffices to show that
 .sf g I S for all s g S . If s g S we have
sf s f q l ? D f . .ss
 .  .  .  .By Lemma 2.2, D f g I S and hence by Lemma 2.1, l ? D f g I S .s s s
 .By hypothesis f g I S so it follows from the preceding equation that
 .sf g I S .
 .  .  .Observe for f g I S that D f g I S for all s g S . If T ; S thens
 .  .  .  .  .I S : I T so if S s S 9 j S 0 then I S : I S 9 l I S 0 . The follow-
ing lemmas are an aid in computing examples.
 .LEMMA 2.4. Let S ; GL n, F be a set of pseudoreflections. Suppose that
k < <  .   k4.s, s g S for some integer 1 - k - s . Then I S s I S _ s .
 k4  .   k4.Proof. Since S _ s ; S we have I S ; I S _ s . To establish
the reverse inclusion we note that H k s H so we may choose l s l .ks s s s
Hence we have
sk f y f .
kD f s .s l s
s k f y sky1 f sky1 f y sky2 f s f y f .  .  .  .  .
s q q ??? q
l l ls s s
sf y f sf y f sf y f
ky1 ky2s s q s q ??? q
l l ls s s
s sky1 ? D f q sky2 ? D f q ??? qD f .  .  .s s s
s sky1 q sky2 q ??? q1 D f . .  .s
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  k4.  .  .kLet f g I S _ s . By Lemma 2.2 it suffices to show D f g I S .s
From the preceding formula we have
D k f s 1 q s q ??? qsky1 D f . .  .  .s s
 k4  .Since s g S _ s , a second application of Lemma 2.2 shows D f gs
 .  ky1.  .  .I S . From Lemma 2.3 it follows that 1 q s q ??? qs D f g I S ass
required.
 .LEMMA 2.5. Let s , . . . , s g GL n, F be pseudoreflections such that1 k
w xs ??? s is a pseudoreflection for j s 1, . . . , k. If l g F V , i s 1, . . . , k, are1 j s i
 .linear forms with ker l s H thenss ii
k1
D f s s ??? s l s ??? s D f .  . . .  / /s ? ? ?s 1 iy1 1 iy1 ss1 k iil s ??? s is11 k
w xfor all f g F V .
Proof. This is by induction on k. For k s 2 we have
1
D f s s s f y f .  .  . .s s 1 21 2 l s s1 2
1
s s s f y s f q s f y f .  .  .  . .1 2 1 1l s s1 2
1
s s l s D f q l D f . .  . . . /1 1 s ss s2 12 1l s s1 2
For k ) 3 we obtain from the inductive hypothesis
D f s D f .  .s ? ? ?s s ? ? ?s ?s1 k 1 ky1 k
1
s l D f . s ? ? ?ss ? ? ?s 1 ky11 ky1l s ? ? ?s ?s1 ky1 k
q s ??? s l s ??? s D f . . .  / / /1 ky1 1 ky1 ss kk
ky11
s s ??? s l s ??? s D f . . .  / /1 iy1 1 iy1 ss ii /l s ? ? ?s is11 k
q s ??? s l s ??? s D f . . .  / /1 ky1 1 ky1 ss kk
k1
s s ??? s l s ??? s D f , . . .  / /1 iy1 1 iy1 ss iil s , . . . , s is11 k
and the result follows.
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 .LEMMA 2.6. Let S 9, S 0 ; GL n, F be sets of pseudoreflections with
 .  .  .  4G S 9 s G S 0 . Suppose that G S 9 _ 1 consists only of pseudoreflec-
 .  .  .tions. Set S s S 9 j S 0. Then I S s I S 9 l I S 0 .
 .  .  .Proof. The inclusion I S : I S 9 l I S 0 is elementary. Let f g
 .  .  .  .I S 9 l I S 0 . We prove f g I S by induction over deg f thereby
 .  .  .establishing the reverse inclusion I S = I S 9 l I S 0 , and hence the
lemma.
 .  .  .If deg f s 1 then f g I S if and only if D f s 0 for all s g S . Thiss
 .means however that D f s 0 for all s g S 9 and for all s g S 0, i.e.,s
 .  .f g I S 9 l I S 0 .
 .If deg f ) 1 then
D X X f s 0 ;sX , . . . , sX g S 9 .s ? ? ?s 1 deg f .1 deg  f .
D Y Y f s 0 ;sY , . . . , sY g S 0 .s ? ? ?s 1 deg f .1 deg  f .
and we must show
D f s 0 ;s , . . . , s g S s S 9 j S 0 . .s ? ? ?s 1 deg f .1 deg  f .
 .  .Since s g G S 9 s G S 0 we have formulasdeg f .
tX ??? tX for tX , . . . , tX g S 91 k 1 ks s Y Y Y Ydeg f .  t ??? t for t , . . . , t g S 0 .1 1 1 l
Therefore by Lemma 2.5 we have
k¡
X X X X
X X XXD f s t ??? t l t ??? t D f .  . . .  / /t ??? t 1 iy1 1 iy1 tt1 k ii
is1
X Xfor t , . . . , t g S 91 k~D f s .sdeg  f . l
Y Y Y Y
Y Y YYD f s t ??? t l t ??? t D f .  . . .  /t ??? t 1 iy1 1 iy1 tt1 l ii
is1
Y Y¢ for t , . . . , t g S 01 l
which yields
g I S 9 .
D f , .sdeg  f .  g I S 0 .
 .  .  .which implies D f g I S 9 l I S 0 for all s g S 9 j S 0. Applyings
 .the induction hypothesis then yields f g I S completing the inductive
step.
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 .For a discussion of the subgroups G of GL n, F such that every
wnonidentity element is a pseudoreflection see 11, Chap. 8, Sect. 2, 8.2.1,
x8.2.11, and 8.2.17 .
The initial goal was to associate to a pseudoreflection group D : G ¨
 .GL n, F an ideal of generalized invariants. Associated to G are however
several different natural sets of pseudoreflections, such as, in the notations
w xof 11, Chap. 7 , for example,
s G s s g G ¬ D s is a pseudoreflection 4 .  .
s G s s g G ¬ D s is a diagonalizable pseudoreflection 4 .  .D
s G s s g G ¬ D s is a transvection . 4 .  .Du
For a Coxeter group there is also the set of defining generating reflections.
These sets can have different ideals of generalized invariants, whose
significance depends on the situation, as the following examples show.
 .See, however, Theorem 3.4.
EXAMPLE 2.7. Consider the matrices
1 1 y1 0S s , T s g GL 2, F , .0 1 0 1
where F is a field of characteristic p / 0, 2. Direct computation shows that
S p s I s T 2 , TSTy1 s Sy1
 .so that the subgroup of GL 2, F generated by S and T is a dihedral group
D of order 2 p. One has2 p
s D s Si , T , TSi ¬ i s 1, . . . , p y 1 4 .2 p
s D s T , TSi ¬ i s 1, . . . , p y 1 4 .D 2 p
s D s Si ¬ i s 1, . . . , p y 1 . 4 .Du 2 p
 .  .The sets s D and s D both generate D . By Lemma 2.4,2 p D 2 p 2 p
 i4I s D s I S, T , TS .  . .2 p
 4I s D s I S . . . Du 2 p
w xDenote by x, y g V * ; F V the linear forms dual to the standard basis.
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The fixed hyperplanes of the pseudoreflections in D are2 p
b 2
iH s g F s ker y .S  50
0 2H s g F s ker x .T  5b
yia 2
iH s g F s ker 2 x q iy . .T S  52 a
This gives the formulae
Si f y f
iD f s .S y
Tf y f
D f s .T x
TSi f y f
iD f s . .T S 2 x q iy
The action of the twisted derivations on x and y are given by
D i x s i D i y s 0 .  .S S
D x s y2 D y s 0 .  .T T
D i x s y1 D i y s 0 .  .T S T S
  ..   ..and therefore y belongs to all three of the ideals I s D , I s D ,2 p D 2 p
  ..and I s D . Next note thatDu 2 p
i i!/ 0 for i - pD ??? D x .S S s  0 for i s p¤ i ª
p  4.   ..so that x g I S s I s D , and thereforeDu 2 p
I s D s y , x p . . . .Du 2 p
Likewise the formula
D i x 2 s iy .T S
implies
D jD i x 2 s D j iy s 0 .  .S T S S
D D i x 2 s D iy s 0 .  .T T S T
D jD i x 2 s D j iy s 0 .  .T S T S T S
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2   ..so x g I s D . HenceD 2 p
I s D s y , x 2 . . . .D 2 p
  ..   ..   ..Finally since I s D ; I s D l I s D it follows that2 p D 2 p Du 2 p
I s D s y , x 2 p . . . .2 p
  ..   ..   ..Hence the ideals I s D , I s D , and I s D are all distinct.2 p D 2 p Du 2 p
EXAMPLE 2.8. Let p be an odd prime and F a field of characteristic p.
Consider the matrices
1 1 y1 0 y1 y1S s , T s , D s g GL 2, F . .0 1 0 1 0 1
From Example 2.7 we have that the subgroup generated by S and T is the
dihedral group D of order 2 p. Since D s TS it follows that D is also2 p 2 p
generated by T and D. The matrices S and T are pseudoreflections of
orders p and 2, respectively. Direct computation shows D2 s I and hence
the matrix D is a pseudoreflection of order 2.
 4  4  .Set S s S, T , D s T , D . Then S , D ; GL 2, F are sets of pseu-
 .  .doreflections and G S s D s G D .2 p
w xDenote by x, y g V * ; F V the linear forms dual to the standard basis
of V s F 2. The fixed hyperplanes of S, T , and D are
b 2H s g F s ker y .S  50
0 2H s g F s ker x .T  5b
ya 2H s g F s ker 2 x q y . .D  52 a
This gives the formulae
Sf y f
D f s .S y
Tf y f
D f s .T x
Df y f
D f s . .D 2 x q y
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The action of the twisted derivations on x and y are given by
D x s 1 D y s 0 .  .S S
D x s y2 D y s 0 .  .T T
D x s y1 D y s 0 .  .D D
so as in Example 2.7 we have
i i!/ 0 for i - pD ??? D x .S S s  0 for i s p¤ i ª
p  4.  .  .  p.and x g I S is the lowest power of x in I S so I S s y, x .
By contrast
D x 2 s x q T x D x s x y x y2 s 0 .  .  .  .  . .T T
D x 2 s x q D x D x s x y x y y y1 s y. .  .  .  .  . .D D
Hence
D D x 2 s 0 .T T
D D x 2 s D y s 0 .  .T D T
D D x 2 s 0 .D T
D D x 2 s D y s 0, .  .D D D
2  .  .and therefore x g I D . Since x / I D it therefore follows that
 .  2 .  .  .I D s y, x . Hence I S / I D .
 .These examples show that for a collection T ; GL n, F of pseudore-
 .flections, the ideal of generalized invariants I T is not an invariant of
 .  .  2 .  .G T . From Section 1 Example 1.2 we have that J D s x , y s I D .` 2 p
This is a special case of the more general result Theorem 3.4 below. The
ideals of generalized invariants computed so far are in each case generated
by a regular sequence of maximal length. This too is no accident as we
show next.
 .  .THEOREM 2.9 Kac and Peterson . Let S ; GL n, F be a collection of
 .pseudoreflections. Then I S is generated by a regular sequence of length n.
The proof of this theorem rests on the following result of Vasconcelos
w x18, Theorem 1.1 , which we restate in the form we require.
 .THEOREM 2.10 Vasconcelos . Let A be a graded connected commutati¨ e
algebra o¨er a field F and I ; A a homogeneous ideal of finite projecti¨ e
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dimension. Then I is generated by a regular sequence if and only if IrI 2 is a
free ArI-module.
w xProof of Theorem 2.9. By Hilbert's syzygy theorem 11, Theorem 6.3.1
w xthe algebra F V has finite global dimension. Therefore by the theorem of
w x  .Vasconcelos 18, Theorem 2.10 , I [ I S is generated by a regular
2 w xsequence if and only if IrI is a free F V rI-module.
Choose an F-vector space basis f , . . . , f for the module QI s F m I1 m F wV x
of indecomposables of I. Let f , . . . , f g I lift f , . . . , f to a minimal1 m 1 m
 w x . w xideal basis for I. Denote by F V rI ? F the free F V rI-module with
generator F. Define a map
m
2w xw : F V rI ? F ª IrI , .[ i
is1
 .  .where deg F s deg f for i s 1, . . . , m in the following way: for ani i
m .  w x . w xelement h F , . . . , h F g F V rI ? F choose h , . . . , h g F V[1 1 m m is1 i 1 m
w xlifting h , . . . , h g F V rI and set1 m
w h F , . . . , h F s h f q ??? qh f , .1 1 m m 1 1 m m
where the right-hand side is to be interpreted as an element of the
quotient IrI 2 of I.
We claim that w is an isomorphism. To see this note first that w is an
w xepimorphism because f , . . . , f g I generate I as an F V -module, and w1 m
w xis a homomorphism of F V -modules. It remains to show that w is a
monomorphism.
 .Suppose that h F q ??? h F g ker w . We need to show that h s1 1 m m i
w x0 g F V rI for i s 1, . . . , m. Let us suppose to the contrary. By reorder-
ing we may also suppose
deg h F ??? F deg h , .  .1 m
 4and that j g 1, . . . , m is chosen so that h s 0 for i - j, while h / 0. Seti j
 . w x w xdeg h s d. Choose polynomials h g F V lifting h g F V rI for i sj i i
1, . . . , m. Without loss of generality we may suppose that h s 0 for i - j.i
Since h f I there are pseudoreflections s , . . . , s g S such thatj 1 d
D ??? D h / 0 g F. . .s s j1 d
2  4The ideals I and I are invariant under the operators D ¬ s g S ands
w x 2hence D acts also on F V rI and IrI for any s g S . Apply D ??? Ds s s1 m
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to the equation
w h F q ??? h F s 0 /j j m m
to obtain
D ??? D h f q ??? qh f s 0 .s s j j m m1 d
2  .in IrI . By iterating the twisted derivation formula for D f ? h we obtains
0 s D ??? D h ? f q u ? w , . s s i i i i1 d
 .deg h sdi
w x 2  .  .where u g F V rI and w g IrI with deg u , deg w ) 0. Let q:i i i i
IrI 2 ª QI be the quotient map. Apply q to the preceding equation to
obtain
D ??? D h ? f s 0 g QI. . s s i i1 d
 .deg h sdi
 .  .By hypothesis D ??? D h / 0 and deg h s d. Therefore the preced-s s j j1 d
ing equation is a nontrivial linear relation between f , . . . , f contrary to1 m
their choice as an F-basis for QI. Hence w is also a monomorphism.
 .  . w xLet I S s h , . . . , h where h , . . . , h g F V is a regular sequence.1 m 1 m
 .G S G S . .  . w x w xw xSince F V : I S and F V is finite over F V it follows that
w x  . w x  .F V rI S s F V r h , . . . , h is finite dimensional. Hence h , . . . ,1 m 1
w xh g F V is also a system of parameters, and therefore by Macaulay'sm
w xtheorem 11, Theorem 6.7.11 we conclude that m s n.
 .Thus for any set of pseudoreflections S in GL n, F the ideal of
 . w xgeneralized invariants I S ; F V is generated by a regular sequence of
 .length n s dim V . We seek an analog of the theorem of Shephard andF
w xTodd et al. 11, 5.5.5 relating the degrees of the polynomials in such a
regular sequence to S .
 . < < =LEMMA 2.11. Let H : GL n, F be a subgroup with H g F . Let
w x  .h , . . . , h g F V be a regular sequence such that the ideal h , . . . , h ;1 n 1 n
w x H w x w xHF V is stable under the action of H. Let p : F V ª F V be the
 < <.a¨eraging operator 1r H  h. Thenhg H
 . H  . H  . w xi p h , . . . , p h g F V is a regular sequence,1 n
 . H  . H  . w xHii p h , . . . , p h g F V is a regular sequence, and1 n
 .  H  . H  ..  . w xiii p h , . . . , p h s h , . . . , h ; F V .1 n 1 n
 . w xProof. Since h , . . . , h ; F V is stable under the action of H and1 n
w xHthe averaging map is an epimorphism of F V -modules we obtain an
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epimorphism
HH H Hw x w xp : F V r h , . . . , h ª F V r p h , . . . , p h . .  .  . .1 n 1 n
w x w x  .Since h , . . . , h g F V is a regular sequence F V r h , . . . , h is finite1 n 1 n
w x  H  . H  ..dimensional, and therefore so is F V r p h , . . . , p h . The ring1 n
w xH H  . H  . w xHF V has Krull dimension n and therefore p h , . . . , p h g F V1 n
is a system of parameters. Hence we have finite extensions
HH H w x w xF p h , . . . , p h : F V : F V .  .1 n
H  . H  . w xand therefore p h , . . . , p h g F V is a system of parameters. By1 n
w x H  . H  . w xMacaulay's theorem 11, Theorem 6.7.7 , p h , . . . , p h g F V is a1 n
regular sequence.
H w xHThe averaging operator p is an F V -module splitting, and hence
w H  . H  .xa fortiori an F p h , . . . , p h -module splitting, to the inclusion1 n
w xH w x w xHF V ¨ F V and hence F V is a projective, and therefore free
w H  . H  .x  w x.F p h , . . . , p h -module see, e.g., 11, Sect. 6.1 , so by Macaulay's1 n
w x H  . H  . w xHtheorem 11, Theorem 6.7.11 , p h , . . . , p h g F V is a regular1 n
sequence.
H  . H  .  .The classes p h , . . . , p h belong to h , . . . , h so we have an1 n 1 n
epimorphism
w x H H w xq : F V r p h , . . . , p h ª F V r h , . . . , h . .  .  . .1 n 1 n
The Poincare series computationÂ
Hdegp h ..n i1 y t
H Hw xP F V r p h , . . . , p h , t s .  . . . 1 n 1 y tis1
degh .n i1 y t
s  1 y tis1
w xs P F V r h , . . . , h , t . .1 n
 H  . H  ..then implies that q is an isomorphism, so p h , . . . , p h s1 n
 .h , . . . , h .1 n
 . < < =LEMMA 2.12. Let H : GL n, F be a subgroup with H g F . Let
w x  .h , . . . , h g F V be a regular sequence such that the ideal h , . . . , h ;1 n 1 n
w x < < n  .F V is stable under the action of H. Then H di¨ ides  deg h .is1 i
Proof. By Lemma 2.11 we may suppose without loss of generality that
w xH w xh , . . . , h g F V . Since h , . . . , h g F V is a regular sequence it fol-1 n 1 n
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w x w xlows that F V is a free F h , . . . , h -module. The averaging map1 n
HH w x w xp : F V ª F V
w xH w xH w xis an F V -module splitting of the inclusion F V : F V . Therefore
w xH w x w xF V is an F h , . . . , h -module direct summand of F V , and hence1 n
w xH w x  w x.F V is also a free F h , . . . , h -module see, for example, 11, Sect. 6.1 .1 n
Therefore
Hw xF VHw x w xF V ( F h , . . . , h m .1 n h , . . . , h .1 n
Taking Poincare series givesÂ
< <1r H
q higher termsn
1 y t .
Hw x w x w xs P F V , t s P F h , . . . , h , t ? P F V r h , . . . , h , t . .  . . 1 n 1 n
1rdeg h ??? deg h .  .1 ns q higher termsn
1 y t .
w x?P F V r h , . . . , h , t . . .1 n
 .nMultiplying both sides by 1 y t and evaluating at t s 1 we obtain
1 1
w xs ? dim Tot P F V r h , . . . , h . . . .F 1 n< <H deg h ??? deg h .  .1 n
and the result follows.
 .  .PROPOSITION 2.13 Kac]Peterson . Let S ; GL n, F be a set of pseu-
 . < < = w xdoreflections and H : G S a subgroup with H g F . If h , . . . , h g F V1 n
 .is a regular sequence generating the ideal of generalized in¨ariants I S then
< < n  .H di¨ ides  deg h .is1 i
 .Proof. I S is stable under the action of H by Lemma 2.3 so the result
follows from Lemma 2.12.
 .COROLLARY 2.14 Kac]Peterson . Suppose that F is a field of character-
 . w xistic p. Let S ; GL n, F be a set of pseudoreflections and h , . . . , h g F V1 n
 .a regular sequence generating the ideal of generalized in¨ariants I S . Then
n  . < < n p <G <.  . deg h is di¨ isible by G rp , where n k denotes the power of pis1 i p
in k.
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Proof. For each prime p9 different from the characteristic of F the
<   .. < <   .. <  .order Syl G S of the p9-Sylow subgroup Syl G S of G Sp9 p9
n  .divides  deg h by Proposition 2.13. Hence the greatest commonis1 i
n  .divisor of these numbers divides  deg h by Proposition 2.13. But theis1 i
n  <G <.p <   .. < < 4 < <greatest common divisor of Syl G S p9 / p is G rp .p9
When F is a Galois field the ideal of generalized invariants relates well
 w xto the Steenrod operations. See 11, Sects. 10.2]10.6 for a discussion of
.Steenrod operations and their relevance to invariant theory.
 . w xPROPOSITION 2.15. Let s g GL n, F be a pseudoreflection, l g F Vq qs
 . w x w xa linear form with ker l s H and D : F V ª F V an associateds s q qs
twisted deri¨ ation. Define the algebra homomorphism4
w x w x w xP j : F V ª F V j . q q
by the requirement
`
i iP j f s P f j . .  .  .
is0
Then5
D P j f s P j D f 1 q l qy1j , .  .  .  . .  .  .s s s
w xww xx  i.  . iwhere D is extended to F V j by D  f j s D f j .s q s i s i
 . w x w xww xxProof. The group GL n, F acts on F V and on F V j byq q q
 . w x w xww xx  .acting trivially on j . The map P j : F V ª F V j is GL n, F }q q q
equivariant and an algebra homomorphism. Therefore on the one hand
P j l D f s P j sf y f s P j sf y P j f .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .ss
s s P j f y P j f , .  .  .  . .
while on the other hand
P j l D f s P j l P j D f .  .  .  .  . . .  .  . .s ss s
s l q l qj P j D f . .  . . . ss s
4 ww xxIf A is a ring then A j denotes the ring of formal power series over A in the vari-
able j .
5 i . i .  .As usual for q s 2 replace P f by Sq f . To consider P j as a ring homomorphism
 . of degree 0 we give j the degree 1 y q and the elements of V the degree 1. Since sign
conventions for commutation rules play no role in what follows we employ the grading
.conventions preferred by algebraists and not those of topologists.
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Equating gives
s P j f y P j f s l q l qj P j D f . .  .  .  .  .  . .  . . ss s
Dividing by l yieldss
s P j f y P j f .  .  .  . . qy1D P j f s s 1 q l j P j D f .  .  .  . .  . .s ssl s
as required.
 .COROLLARY 2.16. Let S ; GL n, F be a collection of pseudoreflec-q
 . w xtions. Then the ideal I S ; F V is closed under the action of the Steenrodq
algebra.
3. THE RELATION BETWEEN STABLE AND
GENERALIZED INVARIANTS
 .Let S ; GL n, F be a set of pseudoreflections. In this section we
 .investigate the relations between the ideals of generalized invariants I S ,
w xG S .   ..the ring of invariants F V , and the ideal of stable invariants J G S .`
 . w xLEMMA 3.1. Let S ; GL n, F be a set of pseudoreflections and f g F V .
w xG S .  .Then f g F V if and only D f s 0 for all s g S .s
Proof. This follows from the fact that f is invariant under the cyclic
 .subgroup generated by s if and only if D f s 0 and the fact that Ss
 .generates G S .
 .LEMMA 3.2. Let S ; GL n, F be a set of pseudoreflections. Then
 .   ..  .I S : J G S . More specifically, if f g I S has degree d then f g`
  ..J G S .d
 .  .Proof. Choose f g I S and set d s deg f . Then
D ??? D f s 0 ;s , . . . , s g G S . .  .s s 1 d1 d
  ..We claim that f belongs to J G S . To verify this we proceed byd
 .  .  .  .induction on d s deg f . If deg f s 1 and f g I S then D f s 0 fors
G S .   ..w xall s g S so by Lemma 3.1, f g F V ; J G S . If we assume1
 .d ) 1 and the result established for all h g I with deg h - d, then
rewriting a bit gives
0 s D ??? D f s D ??? D D f , .  . .  .s s s s s1 d 1 dy1 d
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 .   ..so by the inductive hypothesis D f g J G S . Hences dy1d
sf y f s l D f g J G S .  . .s dy1s
 .for all s g S . Since S generates G S it follows that
gf y f g J G S ;g g G S .  . .dy1
  ..so f g J G S by definition.d
 .LEMMA 3.3. Let S ; GL n, F be a set of semisimple pseudoreflections,
i.e., each s g S has order relati¨ ely prime to the characteristic of F. Then
G S . .   ..  .w xF V rI S s J G S rI S . . `
Proof. Consider the map
w xq : J G S ª F V rI S . .  . .`
G S . .  .w xIf q f g F V rI S then .
g f y f g I S ;g g G S . .  .
 .   ..By Lemma 3.2, I S : J G S so`
g f y f g J G S ;g g G S .  . .`
and hence there is an m g N with
g f y f g J G S ;g g G S . .  . .m
  ..   ..    ...But this says that f g J G S : J G S , so q J G S containsmq 1 ` `
G S . .w xF V rI S in positive degrees. .
   ...To prove the reverse inclusion we show that q J G S ;m
GG S . .   ..  .w x w xF V rI S by induction on m. By definition J G S s F V ; . 1
w x w xG  .   ..  .F V . Since F V ; I S it follows J G S : I S beginning the in-1
  ..   ..duction. Assume next that f g J G S . Then gf y f g J G S andm my1
so by the induction hypothesis
Gw xq f y g f g F V rI S . .  . .
Hence
f y g f y h f y g f g I S ;g , h g G. .  .
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Let s g S have order k. We have
f y sf y s f y sf g I S g s s, h s s .  .  .  .
2 2 2f y s f y s f y s f g I S g s s , h s s . .  .  .
...
ky1 ky1 ky1f y s f y s f y s f g I S g s s , h s s . .  .  .
and adding gives
kf y ksf s k f y sf g I S . .  .
 .Since k is invertible in F it follows f y sf g I S for all s g S . As
 .  .S generates G S it follows that f y g f g I S for all g g G, i.e.,
  ..  .J G S : I S completing the induction step and hence the proof.m
 .THEOREM 3.4. Let S ; GL n, F be a set of semisimple pseudoreflec-
 .   ..tions. Then I S s J G S .`
G S . .   ..  .w xProof. By Lemma 3.3, F V rI S s J G S rI S . Let w g . `
 w x  ..G S .  . w x  .F V rI S with deg w ) 0. Choose f g F V with q f s w, where
w x w x  .  :q: F V ª F V rI S is the quotient map. For s g S let s denote the
 .cyclic subgroup of G S generated by s. Since the order of s is invertible
in F the projection operator
< <s1
 s: ip s s< <s is1
 s: .is defined. From the invariance of w it follows that p w s w. This lifts
w xto F V to give
f y p  s: f g I S . ) 9 .  .  .
 s: . w x s:  s: .  :Since p f g F V , i.e., p f is s -invariant, it follows that
  s: ..  .D p f s 0. Applying D to Eq. ) 9 and applying Lemma 2.2 wes s
 .  .obtain D f g I S . Since this holds for all s g S it follows froms
 .Lemma 2.2 that f g I S and hence that w s 0.
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let p be an odd prime and F a field of characteristic p.
The matrix
1 0S s g GL 2, F .1 1
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 .is a nondiagonalizable pseudoreflection of order p, so affords a represen-
w xtation of Zrp. By 11, Sect. 5.6, Example 3
Zrp py1 py1w xF x , y s F x , y y y x . .
 .  .By Proposition 1.8 the ideal of stable invariants J Zrp is x, y .`
  ..To compute the ideal I s Zrp of generalized invariants we may use
20 .  4Lemma 2.4 to replace s Zrp by S . Note that H s Span ; F s V. /S F 1
The linear form
ux s l : V ª F l s uS s  /¨
has kernel H and thereforeS
Sf y f
D f s .S x
w xfor any f g F V . The action of S on V * is given by
S x s x S y s x q y. .  .
Hence
S x y x .
D x s s 0 .S x
S y y y x q y y y .
D y s s s 1. .S x x
  ..   ..  .Hence y f I s Zrp so I s Zrp / J Zrp . The twisted derivation for-`
mula for D yieldsS
ky1k ky1 ky2D y s D y y q y S y q ??? qS y .  .  . .  .S S
ky1ky1 ky2s y q y x q y q ??? q y q x , .  .
from which it follows that
i i!/ 0 for i - pD ??? D y .S S s  0 for i s p.¤ i ª
  ..  4.  p.  .  .Therefore I s Zrp s I S s x, y / x, y s J Zrp . Hence Theo-`
rem 3.4 does not hold if the elements of S are not of order relatively
prime to the characteristic of the ground field. In particular, it does not
hold for the mod 2 reduction of the defining representation of a crystallo-
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graphic group, i.e., a Weyl group. See also the discussion of the dihedral
.group in Examples 2.7 and 2.8.
 .COROLLARY 3.6. Let S ; GL n, F be a set of semisimple pseudoreflec-
 .  .   .. w xtions. Then I S s h , . . . , h s J G S where h , . . . , h g F V is a1 n ` 1 n
< < n p <G <. n  .regular sequence and moreo¨er G rp di¨ ides  deg h .is1 i
Proof. This follows from Theorems 2.9 and 3.4 and Corollary 1.6.
 .COROLLARY 3.7. Let D : G ¨ GL n, F be a representation of a finite
group which may be generated by pseudoreflections of order relati¨ ely prime to
the characteristic of F. If S 9, S 0 ; G are sets of semisimple pseudoreflec-
 .  .tions generating G then I S 9 s I S 0 .
 .COROLLARY 3.8. Let D : G ¨ GL n, F be a representation of a finite
group which may be generated by pseudoreflections of order relati¨ ely prime to
 .the characteristic of F. Let h , . . . , h g J G be a regular sequence generat-1 n `
  .  .4ing the ideal of stable in¨ariants and let d s max deg h , . . . , deg h . Then1 n
 .  .J G s ??? s J G .d `
 .  .Proof. By Theorem 3.4, J G s I S for any set S ; G of pseudore-`
flections of orders prime to the characteristic of F which generate G. By
  ..Lemma 3.2, h , . . . , h g J G S and the result follows.1 n d
COROLLARY 3.9. Suppose that F is a field of characteristic not equal to 2
 .and G ¨ GL n, F a representation of a finite group G as a Coxeter group.
Let S ; G be any subset of reflections of order 2 generating G. Then
 .  .  .i I S s J G`
 . w xii G acts fixed point freely on F V rI S . .
 .  .  .   .. w xiii I S s h , . . . , h s J G S where h , . . . , h g F V is a1 n ` 1 n
regular sequence and
 . < < n p <G <. n  .iv G rp di¨ ides  deg h .is1 i
4. RINGS OF STABLE AND GENERALIZED INVARIANTS
 .  .Let S ; GL n, F be a set of pseudoreflections and I S the ideal of
 .generalized invariants of S . By Theorem 2.9, I S is generated by a
w xregular sequence h , . . . , h g F V . It is not clear what if any relation1 n
w x w xthere is between the subalgebra F h , . . . , h of F V generated by1 n
w xG S .h , . . . , h and F V , or even if there is any invariant meaning to be1 n
w xassigned to F h , . . . , h . In this section we show how to associate to S a1 n
ring of generalized invariants, and a ring of stable invariants that have
invariant meaning.
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Construction. Let A be a graded connected commutative algebra over
a field F and I ; A a proper ideal. Introduce the filtration of A
A > I = I 2 = ??? = I m = ???
 .by the powers of the ideal I. Denote by gr A the associated gradedI
algebra. This is a bigraded algebra with
gr A s I mrI mq 1 .  .m , nymI n
for n, m g N, where we have used the convention that I 0 s A. The
 .algebra gr A may be totalized to yield a positively graded commutativeI
 .algebra over F. In the sequel gr A denotes this totalization. Note thatI
 .  .ArI ; gr A is a subalgebra, so we may regard gr A as an algebra overI I
 .  .ArI. Finally we set gr A s F m gr A , which is a graded connectedA r I II
commutative algebra over F.
 . mIf a g A then there is a largest integer m a such that a g I but
mq 1  .a f I . In this case we say that a has filtration m a . If a g A has
filtration m and degree n then we say a represents the element a q I mq 1 g
 .gr A of total degree n. If a g A has degree n and filtration m andI m , nym
b g A has degree k and filtration j then
a q I mq 1 ? b q I jq1 s ab q I mq jq1 g gr A , .  .  .I
 .so the product lies in gr A , and has total degree n q k.I mqj, nqkymqj.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A be a graded commutati¨ e algebra o¨er a field F
 .and I ; A a proper ideal. Suppose that I s x , . . . , x . Then x , . . . , x is a1 n 1 n
 . w xregular sequence in A if and only if gr A s ArI x , . . . , x whereI 1 n
2  .x , . . . , x g IrI ; gr A denote the residue classes of x , . . . , x .1 n 1 n
Proof. This follows by induction on n. Consider the case n s 1, i.e.,
x s x g A is a nonzero divisor of positive degree. The ideal I m is then1
 m. m  .the principal ideal x ; A for m ) 0. Define w : A ª I by w a s a ?
m  . mq 1x . This map satisfies w I ; I and hence induces
m mq1w : ArI ª I rI
mwhich is an epimorphism. If a q I g ker w, then by definition, ax g
 mq 1. m mq1x , so ax s bx for some b g A. Hence
0 s ax m y bx mq 1 s x m a y bx . .
Since x m g A is not a zero divisor it follows a s bx so a q I s 0 g ArI.
Hence w is a monomorphism. Therefore the map
w xQ : ArI x ª gr A .  .I
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defined by
m mQ a q I ? x s ax , m g N . .
is an isomorphism, establishing the result for n s 1.
Let n g N and assume the result established for all ideals generated by
 .a regular sequence of length less than n. Let I s x , . . . , x where1 n
 .x , . . . , x g A is a regular sequence. Set J s x , . . . , x . By the induc-1 n 1 ny1
tion hypothesis
gr A s ArJ x , . . . , x . .  .J 1 ny1
 .The element x q J g ArJ is a nonzero divisor, so if K s x q J ;n n
 .gr A is the principal ideal generated by x q J, thenJ n
gr A ( gr gr A ( gr ArJ x , . . . , x .  .  . .  .I K J K 1 ny1
( ArI x , . . . , x . 1 n
completing the induction step.
 .We turn next to the converse. Let x , . . . , x g A and x , . . . , x ; A1 n 1 n
the corresponding ideal. Suppose
gr A s ArI x , . . . , x , .  .I 1 n
2where x , . . . , x g IrI denote the residue classes of x , . . . , x g I. We1 n 1 n
must show that x , . . . , x g A is a regular sequence.1 n
 w x.Consider the Koszul complex see, for example, 11, Sect. 5.2
w xK s A m E u , . . . , u ,1 n
 . w xwhere ­ u s x for i s 1, . . . , n. By Koszul's theorem 11, Theorem 6.2.3i i
 4we need to show that K, ­ is acyclic. To this end we filter K as follows:
w xgive A the filtration by the powers of the ideal I, give E u , . . . , u the1 n
 4trivial filtration, and K the product filtration. In this way K, ­ becomes a
 4filtered differential algebra. Let E , d denote the associated spectralr r
sequence. Since the connectivity of I m goes to infinity with m the spectral
 .sequence converges to H# K, ­ . From the definitions we have
w x w xE s gr A m E u , . . . , u s ArI x , . . . , x m E u , . . . , u , .  .0 I 1 n 1 n 1 n
where
d u s x for i s 1, . . . , n. .0 i i
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w x  4By Koszul's theorem 11, Theorem 6.2.3 we have E , d is acyclic, and0 0
H E , d s ArI , p s 0 .0 0 0E s . p , )1  0, otherwise.
Hence the term E is concentrated on the filtration zero line, so the1
spectral sequence collapses to yield the isomorphism
ArI , i s 0
H K, ­ s .i  0, otherwise
as required.
 .  .THEOREM 4.2. Let S ; GL n, F be a set of pseudoreflections and I S
the corresponding ideal of generalized in¨ariants. Then
w x w xgr F V s F V rI S h , . . . , h . .  .I S . 1 n
w xgr F V s F h , . . . , h . .I S . 1 n
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 2.9 and Proposition 4.1.
 . w x  .If S ; GL n, F is a collection of pseudoreflections then F V rI S is a
 w x wPoincare duality algebra by, e.g., 13, Proposition 3 or 11, TheoremÂ
x  w x.6.5.1 . The algebra gr F V depends only on S and is called the ring ofI S .
generalized in¨ariants of S . By Theorem 4.2
w xgr F V s F h , . . . , h .I S . 1 n
and although the polynomials h , . . . , h need not be well defined their1 n
 .  .degrees are, and we call deg h , . . . , deg h the generalized fundamental1 n
degrees of S .
 .Likewise for a representation D : G ¨ GL n, F of a finite group G we
 w x.call gr F V the ring of stable in¨ariants of G. From Theorem 3.4 weJ G.`
obtain:
 .THEOREM 4.3. Let D : G ¨ GL n, F be a representation of a finite group
G. If G is generated by pseudoreflections of order relati¨ ely prime to the
characteristic of F then
w x w xgr F V s F V rJ G h , . . . , h . .  .J G. ` 1 n`
w xgr F V s F h , . . . , h . .J G. 1 n`
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w xEXAMPLE 4.4 11, Sect. 8.2 . Let F be a field of characteristic p / 0 and
for n g N consider the matrices
1 0 ??? 0
0 1 0 ??? 0
. .. . ???T s g GL n , F , i s 1, . . . , n y 1, .i . .
0 ??? 0 ??? 1 0
0 ??? 1 ??? 0 1
where the off diagonal 1 is in the ith column of the last row. In other
words, if E denotes the n = n matrix with a 1 in the ith row and jthi, j
 4column, and zeros elsewhere for i, j g 1, . . . , n , then T s I q E fori n, i
i s 1, . . . , n y 1. These matrices are transvections with the common direc-
 .tion E s 0, 0, . . . , 1 . Since the matrices T , . . . , T commute with eachn 1 ny1
other and all have order p, they afford a faithful representation of
 . ny1E n y 1 , an elementary abelian p-group of order p .
Let z g F= have order s, in other words z g F is a primitive sth root of
 .  .unity, and let H z , r ; GL n, F denote the subgroup generated by
T , . . . , T and the matrix1 r
1 0 ??? 0
0 1 ??? 0
. . . g GL n , F . .. . .. . .
0 0 ??? z
  . w x.This is the group denoted by G z , r * in 11, Sect. 8.2 . The groups
 .  .H z , r are up to conjugation a complete list of subgroups of GL n, F
 .satisfying dim V s n y 1, whereH
 4V s VrSpan h¨ y ¨ ¬ h g H , ¨ g VH F
w x  .is the module of covariants 11, Sect. 8.2 of the group H ; GL n, F . The
 . winvariant theory of the groups H z , r is computed in 11, Proposition
x8.2.13 , where it is shown
 .H z , r sw xF z , . . . , z s F z , . . . , z , f1 n 1 ny1
where
w xrf s z q a z q ??? a z s c z .  . n r r 1 1 p i
lgFp
w x is the top Chern class 15; 11, Sects. 3.1 and 3.2 of the orbit of z . In then
preceding product F - F is the prime subfield and z , . . . , z g V * is thep 1 n
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n .dual of the standard basis of V s F . Therefore
F znw xF z , . . . , z s .r .H z , r1 n s pz .n
 .The operation of the group H z , r on V * is given by
z , j / nj
T z s .i j  z q z , j s nn i
z , j / nj
T z s .z j  z z , j s n.n
Therefore the action on the coinvariants is given by
T z s z , i s 1, . . . , r .i n n
T z s z z , .z n n
w x w xwhere z g F V is the residue class of z g F V . From this itn H  z , r . n
follows that
sF z . nH z , rw xF V ( . . rH z , r s pz .n
and hence
F zn
2w xF V ( . .H z , r sz .n
Therefore
z , . . . , z , z s p
r
, i s 1 .1 ny1 nJ H z , r s . .i s z , . . . , z , z , i s 2, 3, . . . , .1 ny1 n
  ..   ..and the ideal J H z , r coincides with J H z , r , i.e.,` 2
J H z , r s z , . . . , z , z s . . .  .` 1 ny1 n
 .  .Let D s T T g H z , r ; GL n, F for i s 1, . . . , n y 1. Then directi z i
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computation shows that
1 0 ??? 0
0 1 0 ??? 0
k . .D s . . . ???i . .
k0 ??? F z ??? 0 z .k
s T k q F z E , i s 1, . . . , n y 1, .z k n , i
where
F z s z q z 2 q ??? qz k . .k
Since z is a primitive sth root of unity
0 s z s y 1 s z y 1 1 q z q z 2 q ??? qz sy1 . .  .
 .Therefore F z s 0 and D has order s for i s 1, . . . , n y 1. The matrixs i
D fixes the codimension one subspace F ny1 ; F n s V spanned by thei
first n y 1 standard basis vectors. Hence D is a pseudoreflection. There-i
 .  4fore, H z , r is generated by the pseudoreflections D s D , . . . , D , T ,1 r z
all of orders s, and s is relatively prime to p, which is the characteristic of
 .   ..F. Hence by Theorem 3.4, I D s J H z , r and`
F zn sw x w xgr F V s z , . . . , z , z s gr F V .  .I D . 1 ny1 n J H  z , r ..sz .n
sw x w xgr F V s F z , . . . , z , z s gr F V . .  .I D . 1 ny1 n J H  z , r ..
Note that
Zrsw x w xgr F V s F z , . . . , z , z s gr F V , .  .I D . 1 ny1 n J H  z , r ..
w xwhere Zrs acts on F z , . . . , z via the representation implemented by T .1 n z
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